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ABSTRACT

For some individuals, trading can become a problematic activity
and be considered a gambling disorder due to its adverse
consequences. Because few studies have been conducted to
date investigating this issue, the aim of this study is to improve
knowledge on this topic by presenting a case study of a
participant playing the stock market. A research interview was
conducted, transcribed, and analyzed using Alceste®. This case
study revealed three classes of meaning: the role of family in
trading behavior; trading history, motives, and beliefs; and the
tilt. Results shed light on the link between gambling and trading
activities, and tend to support the existence of a trading behavior
resembling addiction, which may be more significant when
trading with high-risk derivative products due to their unique
characteristics.
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Introduction
The relationship between trading and gambling
has been a question of debate for decades
(Billieux et al., 2015; Grall-Bronnec et al., 2017;
Granero et al., 2012; MacDougall, 1936;
Murcko, 2007; Proctor, 1887). In trading, there
are different types of investments and different
products in which to invest, including derivative
products that are particularly different from conventional financial products and relatively similar
to gambling.
In the financial world, a derivative is a financial
product with a value that is reliant upon the
changes in prices of an underlying asset (or
group of assets). The derivative requires little or
no initial investment and its payment is made at
a later date. In other words, the derivative product B is strongly related to a financial product A
(the underlying asset), and the variations in the
value of B result from the variations in the value
of A. The most common underlying assets are
stocks, bonds, futurs, currencies, commodities,
or market indexes. Thus, rather than buying or
selling these types of products, as in classical
trading (Guglielmo et al., 2016), investing in derivative products consists of placing stakes on
the rise or fall of the financial product's value.
This activity is more about betting on the direction of the fluctuation of the product value than
about making a "real" investment.
Initially created to help companies protect themselves against different types of financial risks,
today derivatives are products of pure speculation which one can sell (without having to own
them) or purchase (without having the liquidity to
pay for them). Moreover, currently anyone can
open an account and invest in the stock market
with a simple Internet connection, which is reminiscent of when the online gambling market
opened in 2012. The advent of the Internet has
therefore helped make the stock market and investments accessible to anyone (Bogan, 2008;
Guglielmo et al., 2016), whereas it was once reserved for professional traders. The arrival of derivative products in the hands of private individuals democratized the financial world and trading techniques, leading some individuals to

forget that investing may require the intervention
of an expert or a stock market advisor, and that
it is not suitable for the majority of retail investors.
With the development and access to new technologies allowing anonymous investments to
take place in real time on any international stock
market, trading has spread and become popular.
If for the majority of individuals, this activity remains reasoned and controlled, for some it can
become excessive and problematic (GrallBronnec et al., 2017; Markovic et al., 2012). Indeed, this activity, despite being socially accepted (Oliveira and Silva, 2001), involves risks
such as money loss (Arthur et al., 2016; GrallBronnec et al., 2017), particularly when trading
high risk products such as derivatives which can
generate rapid and significant gains. Derivatives
are based on a leverage effect that can either
lead to an increase in winnings making them attractive, particularly to private individuals (Arthur
et al., 2016; Cox et al., 2018), or an increase in
losses making them risky. Indeed, derivative
products were implicated in the international financial crisis between 2007 and 2011. In addition, the losses observed are generally greater
for individuals who invest in options (derivatives)
than for those who invest in stocks (financial
product) (Bauer et al., 2009). In general, the type
of investments chosen (investing in options or in
stocks) seems to have an influence on the development or not of a problematic trading behavior. Just like gambling, trading seems to oscillate
on a continuum from normal to pathological.
Indeed, gambling and trading have similar characteristics that may lead some people to perceive the stock market as a game. The definition
given to gambling could indeed correspond to
that of trading (on derivatives); that is, an activity
that requires an irreversible placement of money
on an event of which the outcome is uncertain,
in order to win money and/or material goods
(Williams et al., 2017). While the stock market is
generally well perceived by the public (regarding
the skills, knowledge, and thought processes
necessary for securing investments), derivatives, in reality, represent the opposite of these
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perceptions. The impossibility of predicting the
future movement of any financial product makes
trading on derivative products dependent on
chance, similarly to betting. Derivatives seem to
share other similarities with gambling, especially
with games of luck, like their relatively short time
frame, their lower expense (compared to the
purchase of financial products), and their highrisk.
The literature has highlighted the existence of an
overlap between problem gambling and excessive trading (Grall-Bronnec et al., 2017; Markovic et al., 2012; Turner, 2011). Indeed, trading
in high-risk derivatives can, like gambling, lead
the individual to develop problematic behaviors
(Cox et al., 2018; Markovic et al., 2012) such as
loss of control, a chase behavior, sensation
seeking, and can cause symptoms of anxiety
and/or depression (current or past) and the development of cognitive distortions (Granero et
al., 2012; Markovic et al., 2012; Piperopoulou
2004; Turner, 2011). Nevertheless, traders with
difficulty regulating their behaviors appear to be
more socially responsive, have a higher level of
education, suffer less personal and family-related damage from their trading activity, and are
more cooperative than problem gamblers
(Granero et al., 2012).
Finally, the practice of a gambling activity in addition to a trading activity seems to increase the
risk of developing problematic behaviors: among
a third of individuals with gambling problems,
half also present a trading problem (Piperopoulou, 2004). Moreover, the rate of problem gambling was two to six times higher for high-risk
traders than for low-risk traders, and was higher
in day-traders (Arthur et al., 2015; Arthur and
Delfabbro, 2017). High-risk traders tend to engage in a wider range of gambling activities and
are more likely to be problem gamblers (Arthur
et al., 2016), suggesting the existence of a continuum of risk between investment and gambling. Furthermore, Barber and colleagues
(2009) had already noted that for some, gambling could be an alternative to stock market activity.
Although problem gambling is a well-recognized

and widely studied entity in the literature, we currently have little information on trading and the
existence of a parallel between trading and gambling. This case study aims to improve
knowledge on this subject by exploring the development of problematic trading behavior as
well as the shift between trading and gambling
activities.
Methods
Procedure
The participant was first met in a study on gambling motives, cognitive distortions, and gamblers’ emotions, that included a quantitative and
a qualitative component (Barrault et al., 2018;
Mathieu et al., 2018). The inclusion criteria to
participate in the case study were to be at least
18 years-old, to be a fluent French speaker, to
be a regular gambler (i.e. play at least once a
week), and not to be in treatment for a gambling
problem at the time of the study. Ethical approval
was obtained from the CERES Committee (IRB
number: 20162200001072) and the participant
provided his written consent.
The objective of the case study is to scientifically
explore a singular or complex phenomenon in its
real context, and thus lead to a better understanding of the behaviors of the individual studied (Berg, 2000; Yin, 2009). The use of the case
study may be justified by the motivation to study
a so-called "revealing" case whose behavior has
been little explored and little discussed in the literature. In this case, the participant spontaneously mentioned playing on the stock market
and classified this activity as being a gambling
game, thus sparking our interest in exploring his
trading behavior.
Research interview
The research interview was conducted by a
graduate psychologist. The interview was semistructured, based on twelve open-ended questions, to allow the participant to answer as freely
as possible. A grid was developed to explore the
following themes: initial trading motives and their
evolution, beliefs related to the outcome of the
game (winning and losing), sensations and emotions associated with the trading behavior, selfperception (through perception of trading skills),
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and the impact of the trading activity on everyday life (familial, emotional, social, professional,
and financial). The research interview was carried out at Paris University and lasted 59’47
minutes.

With the agreement of the participant, the interview was recorded using a Dictaphone to transcribe his comments as accurately as possible
and to analyze his speech in rigorous way.

Table 1. Participant’s description: trading trajectory
The participant was 52 years-old at the time of inclusion. He comes from a modest family of civil
servants, have a higher education, worked at home in the Internet sector, and was single in terms
of her family situation at the time of the interview.
Attracted to the world of finance since childhood, he started trading on the stock market in 2002
as a leisure activity. In this trading activity, he saw a way to easily earn money; especially because
he won the very first time he experimented investing (“in just a few hours”). Initially focused on
basic financial products, he quickly oriented towards high-risk derivative products to make more
significant, faster gains. He continued to bet on derivatives to make up for any losses, thinking
that gains would inevitably end up happening. Whenever he won, he increased the sums of money invested, the bets, in order to win even more. He was constantly thinking about the stock
market, and he obsessively followed and checked the markets on Internet, every day, even when
he was at work. He also crossed certain limits that he had set for himself, like not being overdraft
at the bank and always keeping a minimum of money for food shopping (especially for his family).
In 2010-2011, he started to play roulette in parallel to his trading on the stock market. He had
already tried poker and blackjack but these games had not attracted interest, unlike roulette. Just
as for the stock market, he experienced a gain the first time he played roulette, reinforcing his
belief that he could easily make gains on this game. It was partly his experiences of winnings that
led him to continue these two activities, despite being initiated over two different periods. When
he lost at bets on derivative products, he replaced that activity by roulette. He was trying to find
ways to win (and make money), including with strategies on roulette (by placing everything on the
red boxes, for example, also called the gambler’s fallacy). Despite multiple losses, he had confidence in his techniques and he attributed his losses to the casino or to the banks. The participant’s
discourse suggested the presence of some difficulties in expressing his emotions, especially in
his daily life with his family. These activities (high-risk products and roulette) seemed to have
been a way for him to temporarily regulate his emotions both to appease his emotions (“when I
am angry I went to the casino”) as well as to provoke emotional sensations (“what surrounds the
activity is not important, it’s not stimulating we’ll say”). A family history of gambling was also observed: as a child, his mother played a lottery game called green carpet, the winnings of which
could rise up to a thousand times the initial bet.
Finally, he was no longer trading and gambling when we met him, but he continued to watch stock
prices, through a system set up to bet on the stock market, leaving the possibility to come back
to the "game" available at any time. No treatment was undertaken to stop this behavior or to work
on his past problematic behaviors.
Data analysis
The research interview was manually transcribed then analyzed with the Alceste® software (2018 version), used to support data interpretation. The participant’s data file (speech)

was large enough to be submitted to Alceste®
and to obtain relevant statistical data (Delavigne,
2000).
The Alceste® software performs a quantitative
lexical analysis using descendant hierarchical
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classification. Based on the punctuation chosen
by the researcher and on the words with significant presence in the text, Alceste® identifies
context units (CUs) and the way the words are
distributed within them. For this process, words
are categorized into lemma, i.e. words containing the same lexical roots, represented by the
symbol ‘+’. This method makes it possible to extract classes of meaning, which highlight the
main ideas and themes of the corpus. The decision to group and assign the words to one class
or another is taken in light of the strength of the

statistical link between the words and the classes created, and is estimated with a Chi-squared
test. The higher the Chi2 value, the more significant the word is for the statistical structure of the
class. Alceste® also performs a hierarchical ascendant classification on the classes obtained to
measure the distance between words and thus
show their context of use. Extracts from the research interview, translated from French to English, will be presented in the article to support the
quantitative data provided by Alceste®.

Table 2. Alceste® descending hierarchical classification (p<.05)
Class 1 (18.80%)
The role of the family in
the trading/gambling
behavior
Form
Chi²
Childhood
37
Family
32
Come (to)
27
Link (to)
23
Mother
23
Past
18
Music
13
9
Buy (to)
Gambling
5
5
Thoroughly
Home
5
Happy
5
5
Remember (to)
Mother-in-law
5
Emotional
5
Little
3
Life
2
Head
2

Class 2 (58.41%)
Trading history, motives,
beliefs

Class 3 (24.79%)
and
Trader’s tilt

Form
Feel
Limit
State
Hand over
Overdraft
Pay (to)
Put (to)
Super
Stay (to)
Day
Return
Find (to)
Loss
Bah
So
Monney
Make up for
Live (to)
Foolishness
Evening
Really
Say (to)
Possible
Lost
Calmed
Note: The percentage next to the class indicates the level of the analyzed speech in this class.
Note²: Only the words significantly present are indicated (p<.05)
Form
Stock market
Casino
Roulette
Bigger
Luck
Gain
Product
Begin (to)
Pff
Feel
Works
First
Problem+
High
Thing
See (to)
Do (to)
Win (to)
Take (to)
Invest
Techniques
Cool
Time
Be able to

Results
Participant
The description of the participant and his trading
trajectory is presented in Table 1.
Alceste® analysis

Chi²
9
8
8
6
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

Chi²
30
19
16
13
13
12
12
9
9
9
9
9
8
6
6
6
5
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

A total of 7,517 words were analyzed, corresponding to 30,792 characters excluding
spaces. The textual analysis carried out by Alceste® classified 75% of the interview into three
lexical classes. The remaining 25% remained
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unclassified, probably due to the way the interview was conducted with open-ended questions,
which invite the participant to answer as freely
as possible.
The hierarchical descending classification

analysis revealed a dendrogram containing
three distinct classes of meaning (see Table 2).
In addition, elements of the participant’s discourse aimed at supporting the results of the textual analysis are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Elements of participant’s speech supporting the textual analysis
Class
Class 1

Subcategory
1st subcategory

2nd subcategory

3rd subcategory

Class 2

The whole category

Themes
Family,
origin and
history
Materialism
and
emotions
(positive)
Childhood
memories

Trading
trajectory

Trading
motives
Cognitive
distortions

Class 3

1st subcategory

Emotions,
sensations, and
chasing

2nd subcategory

Consequences
of losses

Illustrative quotes
‘I come from a family of civil servants’
‘I also think that the environment we come from, the family etc., can have
an enormous influence’
‘For example, I come from a civil servant family where it is "buy your house
and you will be quiet afterwards, well. But uh as civil servants, they earned
a salary always the same uh, stable uh, a small salary and, well, they have
their house, they are happy, etc. While I... I made a very good living.’
‘I have always been stressed since childhood because, well, this was related to my mother. I was always insecure, anxiety, stuff like that. And I
think the more we are like that, the more we are prone to take risks in life
for uh ... to seek self-protection. Then we make things worse in general.’
‘I have not had a great relationship with my mother in the past but I know
that these mothers can be very anxious, depressed, well, I know that uh...
I remember in my childhood that my mother played games. It was called
green carpet. Once, when she won, she jumped for joy, she was super
happy.’
‘And one day, uh, the teacher in primary school had asked, uh, “how can
one make money?”. And I said, uh, “the stock market!” And then she congratulated me, and she said to me “it's good that you know!”, well, etc.’
‘On the stock market, I started on shares so something uh pretty quiet, but
it's after, the problem is that I started to lose big when I went to derivative
products, well things with very high risk where you can lose very fast and
big.’
‘Because the problem is that once I'm on the stock market, I'm focused on
it. I watch the stock market curves all the time, live quotes, etc., the news,
the news scrolling, etc.’
‘It was uh, I’m looking for techniques to make money. And while trying to
make up for screw-ups!’
‘Fill uh almost the entire table with chips or almost all except two or three,
to still have a small gain. (...) There is a 90% chance that I win.’
‘Roulette uh... I was trying to find, strategies to try to, well, find the trick to
try to win basically!’
‘So I think my techniques frankly with everything I tried I would say uh 78, 8 out of 10, even 9 out of 10 for some techniques. But I'm faced with
cheaters.’
‘Then at roulette (...) I lost about 7,000-8,000 euros in one evening. (...) I
started the evening and was losing all the shots. So, uh, every time I took
money out, I bet back on the table, etc., I bet more money, etc. And I
ended up with uh, at the maximum of my capacity actually. After I had no
money. (...) I, I was, I was really on the limit uh, the last cash that I placed:
there, there I won so I doubled. And after that I bet the same, times 2,
times 2. And I started to win again and again.’
‘In fact it puts us in a state where we feel super bad and uh if we could
catch the error, well there.’
‘It's immediate, as soon as I lose, I give the money to try to regain it.’
‘And I noticed both are, are related. For example if I suffer a stock market
loss, I will go to the casino a few hours later to try to make up for the loss
in the casino.’
‘And after, losing 5,000 had less effect on me than the 100 euros lost in
the beginning actually. I became insensitive to the loss.’
‘Despite being at a loss, I continued.’
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Class 1: The role of the family in the trading/gambling behavior
The temporal aspect was particularly present in
this class. The ascending hierarchical classification distinguished three subcategories.
The first subcategory grouped the terms
‘mother-in-law, family, to come from’ (the term
"come from" refers to the family history: i.e. coming from this or that type of family). It referred to
the notion of family, to its origin, its history, its
choices, and in this case related them to behaviors such as the (excessive) trading.
The second subcategory grouped the terms
‘happy, thoroughly, emotional, music, to buy,
home’. It referred to that which brings emotions,
especially positive ones. For example, being
able to buy their house gave the parents of the
participant a sense of joy, as did the purchase of
CDs. Listening to their CDs stirred up a lot of
emotions for the participant when he was a teenager.
The third subcategory grouped the terms ‘happy,
to remember, to link, mother, gambling, early
childhood, past’. It referred to childhood memories in which the participant related the environment he grew up in with his own trading and
gambling behaviors later on: memories of his
mother playing and feeling happy during the
game and when she won, interest in the stock
market having taken root in his childhood. This
subcategory also highlighted how the present
stems from the past.
In summary, although the words in this class refer to rather elusive speech about his childhood,
what happened at the time, and his relationship
to his mother, there seems to be a connection
between his family history and his subsequent
risk-taking behaviors.
Class 2: Trading history, motives, and beliefs
This class traced the history of the participant as
a trader/gambler, hence the presence of speech
marked by temporal elements such as ‘begin',
‘first’ and ‘time’. These terms referred to the beginning of his investments, then to his bets on
derivatives and finally to his gambling activity
(roulette). These words also referred to the first
times he experienced a win on the stock market

and on the roulette respectively. His life trajectory took a turn when he started betting on highrisk products, because it led to difficulties and an
increased focus on the stock market. Part of his
discourse was a chronological description of the
activities carried out and their relation to different
stages of his life/and the stages of gaming he
went through. The notion of earning money was
also significantly present in this class. His discourse suggested the presence of both a financial motivation (making money and then recovering lost money) and a need to show his value
as an individual through money earned. Finally,
this class also presented trading-related erroneous beliefs including overestimation of probabilities and skills, lack of knowledge concerning
roulette and derivatives, interpretative bias, and
representativeness bias.
Class 3: Trader’s tilt
In gambling, the tilt can be described as a sudden influx of negative emotions such as stress
or frustration which are not regulated efficiently,
and which often result from a feeling of unfairness linked to the negative outcome of the game
(loss). All problematic gamblers have experienced the tilt at least once. The tilt can also be
triggered in trading situations, especially on
high-risk products. The ascending hierarchical
classification revealed two subcategories related to the tilt.
The first subcategory was about the emotional
and the behavioral aspect of tilt, containing the
words 'loss, make up for, mistake, evening, bah,
to feel, super, bet, bet again, state (i.e. psychological state), sad’. It referred to emotions and
sensations generally felt in situations of loss.
The participant described how he felt when he
lost bets on derivatives with difficulty: his vocabulary was rather limited (bah, uh), especially on
emotional expression where feelings were negative but vague (feel, state). When the participant expressed feelings in his discourse, he
mostly used the word "on", a French personal
pronoun in the third person singular, which is
used to described a general but not personal or
individual feeling. This suggests a certain difficulty in owning and recognizing his own
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emotions. This pronoun also refers to the notion
of belonging to a group, indicating in an impersonal way that other people can have these negative, difficult to live with, emotions. The loss of
control in trading situations and the chase of
losses, by placing money back on high-risk products or going to the casino to play roulette, was
also significantly present in this class. Roulette
activity, however, was motivated more by the
compensation of stock exchange losses than by
the game itself.
The second subcategory referred to the financial
risks and the concrete consequences of the
losses. It grouped together the terms: ‘Find
again, money, day, return (i.e. return home and
a return of money), suddenly, overdraft, to pay,
limit, euros, to live, to stay, really’. The financial
risk he mentioned most was losing more money
than he had planned to and being exposed at the
bank, with an overdraft. More specific elements
were also described such as chasing losses and
the progressive loss of the value of money.
Discussion
To our knowledge, few research studies have investigated trading behaviors and explored the
parallel between trading and gambling. Thus,
the results presented in this article contribute to
the existing literature and provide new findings
on excessive trading, especially on high-risk derivative products, and its similarities to problem
gambling. This case study sought to explore the
issue of the development of problematic trading
behavior as well as the shift between trading and
gambling activities. Our case report sheds light
on the presence of problematic trading behavior
as well as on a misperception of trading activity
as a game that may have participated in a shift
from trading to gambling.
As a reminder, there are different types of investment (short, medium, and long term), some of
which seem to share characteristics with gambling, for example the way in which derivative
products represent higher risks than investments and resemble betting. The participant
himself mentioned that trading is a game. According to the literature (Granero et al., 2012),
derivatives known to present a very high level of

risk seem to favor loss of control and subsequently, can lead to the development of a problematic behavior. This was the case for the participant encountered, who declared to have been
very focused on the stock exchange, thinking
about it constantly, having to increase the sums
of money after a gain to earn more (and thus
elicit more sensations), engaging in this activity
even when emotionally perturbed by everyday
difficult situations, continuing the trading activity
despite losses, and sidelining his job at times for
his stock market activity. The elements used to
describe his activity resemble the DSM-5 pathological gambling diagnostic criteria (APA, 2013).
Using these criteria could be an adequate
method to diagnose excessive trading, especially because screening and diagnostic tools do
not currently exist. This method is in fact preferred in some trading research (Cox et al.,
2018; Grall-Bronnec et al., 2017; Markovic et al.,
2012). However, it would be interesting to develop an instrument to assess the intensity of
trading practice which would take into account
its financial and psychological consequences,
such as those reported by the participant and
presented in this case study (tilt, financial risks,
negative and positive feelings: psychological
distress after losses and euphoria when winning
or getting near a win). While the existence of a
trading addiction (Billieux et al., 2015) is still debated among researchers, an addictive problem
seem to exist in certain individuals gambling on
the stock market.
Like gambling, trading could be seen as an activity arising from various motivations. In this
case study, the choice of high-risk derivative
products to trade on is not trivial as they can generate significant gains and losses. Here, the participant preferentially focused on derivatives to
win money, both in the hope of a big win and with
the need to regain money lost. Thus, the pursuit
of the trading activity was reinforced by both winning and losing money. Moreover, in a losing situation, the participant tried to increase his
chances of recovering the money lost by also
playing roulette. Statman argues that the aspiration to wealth can be a motivation for lottery
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players, but also for traders (2002). Trading in
order to win money also seems to resonate with
other implicit motivations such as winning a victory, like winning a bet against an opponent
trader. In this case study, winning also seemed
to refer to the desire to obtain social recognition
(especially from one's family circle) and thus be
valued. Individuals who trade to attract the attention of their peers (among other reasons) are
more likely to take risks and trade more frequently (Pelster, 2019).
The societal cognitive representation of trading
can lead individuals interested in trading to develop a feeling of expertise in the area, for example by searching for more information, reading the economic press, following courses, etc.,
and could in this sense raise their self-esteem.
In this case study, this so-called expertise gave
the participant a sense that his techniques were
good and that he had the ability to succeed and
to win (money) thanks to derivative products, despite losses observed and experienced. This activity, like skill games in which strategy is involved in the outcome of the game, could lead
the individual to develop cognitive distortions. In
the present case study, the notion of expertise
expressed by the participant is linked to an interpretative bias, an attributional belief in which
gains and successes are attributed to internal
factors (to oneself) and losses and failures to external factors (to others, in this case his wife, his
mother-in-law, and the casinos and banks, considered cheaters). Against all expectations, the
participant’s losses and his recognition of the casino and banks’ advantage did not bring him to
revise his perceived degree of competence, suggesting he may have a low self-esteem that he
is compensating for. Moreover, despite the
losses, the participant tended to think that he
had almost succeeded (Grall-Bronnec et al.,
2017), which resembles a concept also observed among gamblers called “the near miss”.
The cognitive distortions highlighted in the participant's speech seem to support the fact that
trading in his case may be motivated by an intrinsic desire to increase self-esteem, which was
undermined in the family context and then during

the game due to repeated losses. The illusion of
control offers an individual the opportunity to believe in his or her ability to succeed. When
events have attacked or reduced this fundamental feeling of control (Maslow, 1989), success
may be necessary as a means to regain some
control (Thompson et al., 1998). This may involve chasing losses until a gain is achieved,
suggesting the existence of a lack of knowledge
or denial of the characteristics of high-risk trading (and of roulette). When a win occurs even
after many losses, the player’s belief of having
the skills to "sense" the direction of the stock
markets could be reinforced, leading to positive
and pleasant feelings about oneself.
Through his positive experiences, the participant
seems to have developed the belief that trading
has beneficial effects, which encourages him to
pursue this activity. Indeed, the participant indicated that he persisted in the trading behavior
after negatively charged everyday events or situations in order to reduce negative feelings (anger and stress) and increase his positive emotions via the excitement and stimulation that the
activity provided. In this sense, the trading activity may be used for emotional regulation. Thus,
chasing could improve the psychological state of
the individual when effective in restoring a balance between wins and losses. However, in the
event of (repeated) failure, one can imagine that
symptoms of anxiety and/or depression may occur as seen in other excessive behaviors such
as problem gambling (Browne, 1989).
In addition to the financial motivation, interest for
derivative products may stem from the sensations and excitement that they provide (GrallBronnec et al., 2017; Grinblatt and Keloharju,
2009), particularly brought on by the high risk involved when investing in them. Indeed, the rapid
and considerable value fluctuation of these products could lead individuals to experience sensations ranging from one extreme to another in
quick succession. The participant described the
moments he won with great enthusiasm and
negative situations (family events, loss of
money) with difficulty. These elements are
somewhat reminiscent of the concepts of
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sensation seeking and alexithymia found in
gambling, which are related to a deficit in emotion regulation. The intensification of emotions
through bodily sensations could be a way for the
participant to identify his feelings.
According to the literature, difficulty regulating
emotions can lead to difficulties in controlling impulsive behavior (Schreiber et al., 2012) and
thus to difficulties inhibiting automatic responses, poor decision making, and a preference for immediate rewards (Amlung et al.,
2017; Schreiber et al., 2012). Betting on short
term operations such as derivative products creates the possibility to make a big win quickly,
which medium and long-term investments do not
allow. Derivatives are particularly attractive for
this reason. However, understanding or ignoring
their capacity to cause significant losses could
lead to loss of control (tilt) and chase of losses;
as in this case report where a certain inability to
stop trading was present. While the tilt experienced by the participant seemed to reinforce the
belief that he was unable to stop trading, he nevertheless reported that he had stopped betting
money on derivatives and playing roulette at the
time of the interview. However, he still followed
daily economic and stock market information.
This behavior gives him the possibility to return
to the game at any time, supporting the idea that
there is a continuum between normal and pathological. Acquiring skills in the regulation of emotions reduces impulsive behaviors (Schreiber et
al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2012) and appears to be
a protective factor against the tilt (Laakasuo et
al., 2014; Palomaki et al., 2013).
However, this study has several limitations.
Firstly, it was a case study based on a research
interview, which prevents the generalization of
observations to all derivative traders. In addition,
results rely on speech analysis, and not on validated conceptual models. Finally, this case
study potentially represents a specific trader profile since the participant traded on high-risk products and gambled on roulette at the same time.
This may have favored the perception of trading
as a gambling activity. However, the literature
highlights that trading when perceived as a

game best predicts the use of leveraged derivatives (Cox et al., 2018).
Despite these limitations, the present study provides some information on trading behavior,
which can become problematic among some individuals as was the case for the participant met,
and on the shift from one activity to another. The
elements mentioned by the participant may also
echo concepts found in the gambling literature
such as problematic behavior, motives, cognitive distortions, psychological distress, and the
multi-activity behavior. Moreover, this case
study does not pretend to the statistical generalization of the results obtained but it aims more at
the understanding of a singular phenomenon
and encourages the pursuit of experimental and
qualitative research, with the study of multiple
cases. Thus, the results reported in our study
must be replicated on a larger and more diversified sample in terms of practices (trading and
gambling activities), and studied using corpus
analysis methods making it possible to "give
meaning" to experience and deepen the understanding of the phenomenon being explored,
such as interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) or grounded theorizing (Braun and
Clarke, 2006). Comparing the trading activities
with each other (short, medium and long term)
and with gambling would make it possible to verify whether the data collected in this study are
specific to derivatives or if they can be found in
a wider practice of the stock market, to highlight
the similarities and differences between these
different practices, and to study the relationship
between trading and gambling. Future studies
could also focus on personality traits such as
alexithymia, impulsivity, and sensation seeking,
which are known to be involved in players with
gambling problems (Barault and Varescon,
2013; Bonnaire et al., 2017) and are related to
decision-making and delay discounting. In summary, trading activity should be investigated: i)
in a larger sample of traders and particularly
traders using the stock market as a game, ii) to
obtain elements regarding the psychological
functioning of these individuals, and iii) to explore similarities and differences between the
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traders making medium/long term investments
and those making short term investments. Obtaining data on these behaviors would allow us
to clarify the extent to which trading can be likened to behavioral addiction.
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